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Making Sense Of Statistics: A
Conceptual Overview

â€¢ An overview of descriptive and inferential statistics without formulas and computations. â€¢ Clear
and to-the-point narrative makes this short book perfect for all courses in which statistics are
discussed. â€¢ Helps statistics students who are struggling with the concepts. Shows them the
meanings of the statistics they are computing. â€¢ This book is easy to digest because it is divided
into short sections with review questions at the end of each section. â€¢ Running sidebars draw
studentsâ€™ attention to important concepts
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I would like to personally write a letter or send an email to Fred Pyrczak because he made learning
statistics SUPER easy. I'm in a Master's degree program and I had to take a statistics exam to "test
out" of taking the course since it had been three years since I took it in my undergrad. I was so
nervous I wouldn't pass the exam and that I would have to push back my entire program just to fit in
the stats course but I didn't thanks to this author!!! I tested out on my exam on my first try! He is so
amazing. I mean, he gives you TONS of real life examples. There's no way you can not apply this to
things going on in the world around you. TOTALLY TOTALLY TOTALLLY GET THIS BOOK IF YOU
NEED TO LEARN STATS!

I got this book for a class and it has served its purpose. The information is very basic and doesn't
cover statistics necessary for most disciplines. If you are looking for an easy to understand statistics
text book, this is it.

The price was appealing and the product came in excellent condition. The seller is a reliable source
for consumers and students looking for a bargain. I may have been anxious however in expecting it
to come within a week or so. It took the product a while before it arrived.

Many textbooks are so over the head of students, that we're lucky to grasp the facts and truly
understand the subject matter.This book has been the exception to the rule and has been practical
and direct in presenting a clear and precise path to understanding the subject.

I finally got to undertand basics about to statistics and choose the parametric test i need.It is
excellent!!!It's better than having a teacher.It explains pretty well by itself.

I hated stats in college, and this was super easy to understand, with great review questions and
easy to read material.

I was very impressed with the expediate delivery of the book. I had ordered the wrong book and
discovered three weeks in the semester that I did not have the correct book. I immediately went to
and ordered the correct book and I received the book within a week. As a result, I was able to catch
up and receive a grade of B+.

These books whether used or new always come in perfect condition! I've used them countless times
for my NP program and will use them thousands more!
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